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Now it is the customer's choice to select one of 
two typographic units and to save resources by 
deciding to have the unit converted into another 
printing unit at a later point of time.
 

Basic machine "TSM" + KIT ...................
Kit freely selectable

✔

"hermetic" transverse doctor kit ...............
1- or 2-colour transverse doctor kit
Individual ink/doctoring cup change
Ideal for long printing parts that require 
a lot of print

✔

"hermetic" multiple colour kit Solo ...........
Up to 5 ink/doctoring cups and  
up to 5 cliché units in series 
arrangement
Individual motif and/or colour change
Individual cliché change

✔

"TSM 60/90" − 2 into 1
Two machine series became one. 

The basic machine "TSM" always remains the 
same with the kit being freely selectable and per-
fectly in line with the requirements of the printing 
unit and print image as well as production output.  
 

Each printing unit as well as tampon lift and 
carriage movement can be provided as a pneu-
matic or electromechanic drive kit. 

"TSM 60/90 with 
"hermetic" multiple colour kit Solo
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A "hermetic" transverse doctor kit for print 
motifs up to a length of 520 mm and a print 
image up to 85 mm wide. The special feature 
here is that it is able to handle extremely large 
or very long print images on one and the same 
printing unit in just one printing pass. It is ide-
ally suited for long printing parts that require a 
lot of print. There is either the option of using one 
colour (1 ink-/doctoring cup) or operating with 
2 contradirectionally acting ink-/doctoring cups, 
which provides for application of 2 colours in 
one printing pass. The tried and tested "Magnet 
screen clichés" or "Steel clichés" can be used as 
printing clichés.

"TSM 60/90" with "hermetic" multiple colour kit Solo"TSM 60/90" with "hermetic" transverse doctor kit

A "hermetic" multiple colour kit Solo  
provides up to 5 colour units in doctoring cup 
size 60 and 2 - 4 colour units in doctoring cup 
size 90 (Ø) and even serially arranged motifs 
are possible. This enables individual motif 
changes (printing plate exchange) or colour 
changes and adjustment via precision table. 
A big advantage: You can insert do-it-yourself 
printing cliché types such as environmentally 
friendly plastic plates that can be rinsed of with 
water.

Energy-efficient cinematics in doctor or tampon 
movement and a resource-saving machine 
frame construction round off the successful 
machine concept.

Selectable for all printing machine variants:
✔ Tampon displacement
✔ Transfer systems
✔ Ink residue pick-up system
✔ Base frame with and without angle table

The basis of the printing unit is:

Options:

"TSM 60/90 with "hermetic" transverse 
doctor kit


